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Rescued migrants on their way to Sardinia in 2016. Credit Gabriel Bouys/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images  
 
Under current law, those displaced by climate change aren’t considered refugees. While some 
countries establish temporary exceptions for those affected by extreme disasters, advocates 
and academics are pushing for a renewed legal definition, even as fears that opening up the 
issue for discussion could diminish current protections. Interest in renegotiating the definition is 
also spurred by a recent paper, suggesting that asylum seekers in Europe increased alongside 
increases in the temperatures of their home countries. 
 
Read the full piece here . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/358/6370/1610
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/21/climate/climate-refugees.html?_r=0


 

Miami residents fear 'climate gentrification' as investors seek higher ground 
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Women walk past a mural in the Little Haiti neighborhood in Miami, May 17, 2017. Credit: Joe Raedle/Getty Images 
 
Being out of the floodplain doesn’t exclude some communities from fear of climate 
change-induced displacement. In the relatively high-ground Little Haiti neighborhood of Miami, 
recent real estate development has some residents fearful that rising tides will prompt more 
outsiders to move into their neighborhood, potentially pricing them out. So-called “climate 
gentrification” needs further study, but it’s already apparent that climate change will influence 
development decisions. 
 
Read the full piece here . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.pri.org/stories/2017-12-19/miami-residents-fear-climate-gentrification-investors-seek-higher-ground


 

Stay or go? People under climate pressure must be able to choose 
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Zeinab, 14, collects a chewing stick from a tree to be used to brush her teeth at a camp for internally displaced 
people from drought-hit areas in Dollow, Somalia, April 4, 2017. REUTERS/Zohra Bensemra 
 
Identifying the root cause of displacement and migration is never simple. Even in communities 
under clear threat of climate change, migration isn’t necessarily done because of it. This piece 
by Jan Kellett, Special Advisor for External Engagement within the climate, disaster and energy 
team of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), unpacks the significance of how 
policy treats the causal relationship between climate change and migration. Kellett’s full report 
on the issue, co-produced by the UNDP and the Overseas Development Institute, can be found 
here . 
 
Read the full piece here . 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/resource-documents/11874.pdf
http://news.trust.org//item/20171218093516-uohc1/


 

Climate change will displace millions in coming decades. Nations should prepare now to 

help them 
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By the mid-21st century, climate change is estimated to displace between 150 and 300 million 
people. Such “climate migrants” must be considered on the global stage, but before regulations 
can be put in place on how to manage this emerging population, they must be defined. What 
precisely does it mean to be a climate migrant, or climate refugee? Gulrez Shah Azhar, a PhD 
candidate at the RAND Graduate School, raises these questions in a piece for The 
Conversation , an “independent and nonprofit source of news, analysis and commentary from 
academic experts”, published by The San Francisco Chronicle. 
 
Read the complete piece here . 
 
 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/news/article/Climate-change-will-displace-millions-in-coming-12440206.php


 

'Where is the justice?' ask climate 'refugees', sidelined from global deal 
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Rising sea levels have caused many inhabitants in the Pacific island nation of Tuvalu to relocate, raising questions 
about nationality, identity and culture if the population becomes stateless.  © Panos/J.Carlin  
 
This year, the United Nations plans to broker talks on global migration — but in early December 
of 2017, the U.S. pulled out of the voluntary agreement. This now means that low-lying states 
and regions vulnerable to climate change will be left out of the discussion, bringing particular 
concern to Pacific Islanders who already face climate-induced migration. Now, campaign groups 
representing such excluded parties are drafting a declaration for the U.N. to “recognize climate 
change as a key driver of migration.” 
 
Read the full piece here . 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-fiji-climatechange-migration/where-is-the-justice-ask-climate-refugees-sidelined-from-global-deal-idUSKBN1E01XG
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The people of Kiribati are under pressure to relocate due to sea level rise. New Zealand could introduce a visa to help 
relocate people affected by climate change. Photograph: Jonas Gratzer/LightRocket via Getty Images  
 
New Zealand’s potential new policy is an attempt to be ahead of the curve on climate migration, 
as the current number of Pacific Islanders displaced from vulnerable areas is still relatively low. 
A special humanitarian visa could anticipate necessary migration should individuals need to 
cross borders, because under the U.N.’s current definition, climate-related displacement isn’t 
grounds for refugee status. 
 
Read the full piece here . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-newzealand-climatechange-visa/new-zealand-considers-visa-for-climate-refugees-from-pacific-islands-idUSKBN1DH1JB

